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KNITTING FOR HOPE
Olivet international student sells
scarves to bring fam ily to America

College students targeted for loan scams, ID theft
Victim s warn about risky online, telephone transactions
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creates
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Publicity
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Iran warned
about nuclear
weapons
During diplomatic
visits in Europe earlier this
month, U.S. Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice
stated that Iran must half
their nuclear production
program or “the next steps
are in the offing,” she said,
according to CNN.com.
“I think everybody
understands what the ‘next'
steps’ mean,” she said.after a
meeting with NATO leaderson Feb. 9.
While Iran claims
that its nuclear production
is only for energy use; the
Bush Administration has
recently hinted towards
future talks with Iran.
President Bush, in his State
of the Union Address, called
Iran “the world’s, primary
state sponsor • of terror -pursuing nuclear weapons.”
However, there are no plans
for military action against
Iran in the near future.

“Dream” donated
to terrorists
An Islamic mosque
founded by former Houston
Rockets
star
Hakeem
Olajuwon, better known
as “The Dream,” is being
investigated for contributing
to two international terrorist
groups, according to Fox
News.
In records obtained
by the Associated Press,
Olajuwon’s mosque donated
over $80,000 to charities
that served as fronts for
Al-Qaeda and Hamas.
Olajuwon said he would
not have donated if he had
known.
“Everything
was
legitimate,” said Olajuwon.
“I had no knowledge of
their activity.”

By Thomas Smith
Editor -In-chief

Holocaust survivor David Faber addresses a crowd of more than 1,000 students and
community members in Chalfant Hall on Feb. 10.

Holocaust speaker recalls, inspires
By Noah Hansen
News writer

More
than 1,000
people
crowded
into
Chalfant Hall on Feb. 10
to hear Holocaust survivor
David Faber speak about his
experiences of more than 60
years ago. The History Honor
Society sponsored his visit.
“I think it’s really
important we have a Holocaust
survivor speaking, because
this whole generation is
leaving us,” said Christopher
Allison, a junior member of
the society. “This is a form of
moral education ... learning
how horrible humans can be
to each other, and trying to
prevent it.”
Faber, a Polish Jew,
was 12 years old the first
time he heard of the Nazis,
and Auschwitz and BergenBelsen are only two of the
concentration camps he was
forced through by the Nazis.
• His family was forced
to move to a two-block area,
in which Polish Jews from the
town of Tarnow, Poland, were
confined.

One by one, all of
Faber’s family members were
found and killed. His brother,
working for the American
and British underground,
was tortured to death before
his very eyes. Within a few
months, he was an orphan.
“I experienced a
different kind o f starving that
we do not understand today,”
Faber said, speaking of his
time without his family, food
or water.
He soon gave himself
up to the Nazis and was
assigned to extract the gold
fillings and precious valuables
from victims of the camps. He
was liberated from BergenBelsen by the British in 1945,
18 years old and weighing
only 72 pounds.
Faber is one of many
speakers the History Honors
Society is inviting to -share a
piece of living history.
“Hearing the real-life
stories of hatred and terror
from someone who actually
suffered through the Holocaust
brought the experience a little
closer to home,” said junior
Andrea Guengerich, a political
science and Spanish double

major.
Dr. William Dean,
Chair of the History and
Political Science Department,
coordinated Faber’s visit in
association with area public
schools. Faber spent the
week touring middle and high
schools, and colleges.
“We need to see a
human face on history,” said
Rodger Doss, president of the
History Honors Society. “It is
important that, [this] doesn’t
just get put down in history
books.”
“I pour my heart out
to stop hate. There is one God,
and He loves us all. My dream
is for children to learn about
this part of history, to love
and respect each other, and to
never let it happen again,” said
Faber. “Their best years of life,
I suffered through. I want them
to raise up a good future.”
. For more information
about David Faber or his
book “Because o f Romek:
A
Holocaust
Survivor’s
Memoir,” contact Dr. Dean
at x5140, or visit www.
becauseofromek.com or email
info@becauseofromek.com.

In a move that will
reshape the face of Olivet
student
government,
the
Associated Students Council
(ASC) voted last week to offer
a new executive position, Vice
President for Publicity, for .
final approval by the student
body. The university-wide
vote, conducted
through
Blackboard
Feb.
10-12,
gathered 600 votes. Of those
participating, 520 gave support
to the proposal.
The responsibilities of
the new position will include
management of D-Channel
3, student polling through
Blackboard, and advertisement
of campus activities.
“Many events have j
slipped through the cracks this
year due to a lack of proper
advertisement,” said ASC
President Andrew Twibell.
“One of the main jobs of the
Vice President for Publicity
will be to engage in new and
creative ways of getting the
word out to students ... The
[new V.P.] will be responsible
for giving each advertisement
a unique flare that will make it
attractive to students.”
Before
the
vote,
ONU was the only Nazarene
university that had not
created a role for publicity
within its student government
organization.
• Student
representatives from Point
Loma, Northwest Nazarene,
and the other colleges have
affirmed the success of a
publicity executive role within
their governments.
As part of the
restructuring
efforts to
integrate the new VP. into
See PUBLICITY >PAGE 2
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Sophomore leader ignites controversy over funds
Class president uses class funds to raise money fo r unapproved campus club,
m ay be subject o f student tribunal; ASC debates current monetary structure
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The GlimmerGlass is the
official newspaper of the
Associated Students of
Olivet Nazarene Univer
sity and a member of the
Illinois College Press As
sociation. The opinions
expressed in the Glimmer
Glass are those of each
writer and are not neces
sarily held by the Asso
ciated Students Council,
faculty, administration or
students of Olivet Naza
rene University.
LETTER SUBMISSION
POLICY
The GlimmerGlass . en

courages readers to re
spond through letters to
the editor. For publication,
letters must be signed and
sent to GlimmerGlass,
Box 6024. The editor re
serves the right to edit let-,
ters for content, style, and
length. Publication is not
guaranteed. Further inqui
ries may be addressed by
calling the GlimmerGlass
office at campus exten
sion 5315.

By Kevin Sandell,Trida Miller
News writers
In
a
controversy that’s magnifying
a long-standing problem with
the Associated Student Council
structure, a student tribunal
may eventually be considering
the case of, sophomore class
president Brian Murphy, who
used class funds without the
knowledge of his council or
the permission of the ASC
executive council.
Murphy, a political
science major from Muskegon,
Mich., had developed a
passion for the vision of
International Justice Mission
(IJM), a Christian organization
dedicated to rescuing children
trapped in brothels around
the world. He had held a
successful fund-raiser for the
organization last spring and
wanted to coordinate another
larger campus-wide event to
benefit the ministry.
The sophomore set
two plans in motion. The first
was an effort to make IJM tshirts that would be sold to
students. In order to buy the
t-shirts, Murphy wanted to use
the sophomore class funds.
Having held onto $662 raised
through the sale of class t-shirts
during last fall’s Ollies Follies
competition, Murphy thought
it would be appropriate to use
the funds to purchase shirts.
When he took a
deposit to V.P. of Finance Laura
Bishop, however, his request
was denied. She had no record
of the funds raised from Ollies
Follies and insisted on knowing
where Murphy was getting the
money. Bishop said she denied
the request because Murphy
was reluctant to tell her where
the money was from. He later
said that the only reason the
money stayed in his room was
because he forgot to turn it in
to her.
ASC’s
accepted
procedure for use of class
funds is for a member of the
class council to bring a request
before his or her council.
The group then discusses
it, and if it’s a large enough
request, they forward it to the
executive council for approval.
Otherwise, the petition for
funds goes directly to Bishop,
who gives the council money
from their account. In this
case, though, Murphy never
brought his request before the
sophomore class council for
approval.
Student Development
staff questioned the fund
raiser because IJM was not an
approved club on campus at

the time of the request. Since
the IJM t-shirts have already
been printed and delivered,
someone is responsible to pay
the t-shirt company a total o f '
$773, according to Bishop.
The second plan
Murphy pursued to raise money
for UM was a benefit concert
featuring recording artist Matt
Wertz. Hoping to host Wertz
later this semester on campus,
Murphy contacted the artist’s
management, Creative Artists’
Agency (CAA), in December.
“I’ve been going to see
Wertz for years,” said Murphy.
“He’s not like your regular
Bible-bumping guy. He can be
completely comfortable in a
bar, that’s just who he is.”
Duringhisnegotiations
with CAA, Murphy identified
himself as “the . sophomore
class president.in charge of
organizing the event, not as an
IJM representative,”, according
to Student Body President
Andrew Twibell.
After filling out the
online contract, negotiations
were completed, the concert
was scheduled for April
19, and was to cost $1,500.
Anticipating that ASC would
cover the concert’s cost,
Brian asked for the council’s
approval,
believing
that
ticket sales would earn the
money back. However, this
was the first time many ASC
council members and Student
Development staff had heard
of his plans. They also assumed
that the agreement was an oral
contract made over the phone
that could be easily dissolved.
Vice President for
Student Development, Walter
“Woody” Webb, knew nothing
of the concert until its booking
and said that commitments
should not have been made
without prior approval. One
reason, he said, was because
Wertz’s contract required a
six-pack of imported beer to
be available backstage at every
concert. Murphy was unaware
of the stipulation when he
filled out the form.
“I was shocked that
it was in the contract. But I
understand that the artists have
no clue it’s in there,” Murphy
said.
After
asking
Wertz’s agent about the beer
stipulation, Webb was told that
the provision for alcohol was
from an old contract and had
been removed in more recent
versions.
A vote by executive
council members turned down
his request and Kathy Jewell,
Associate Dean of Community

Life, • notified CAA of the
concert’s
cancellation.
However, because the contract
was written and both sides were
“legally bound” to cooperate,
CAA is now asking for $1,500
as a cancellation fee.
According to Twibell,
the fee will have to be paid out
of sophomore class funds since
Murphy identified himself as
the sophomore class president
during concert negotiations.
Added to the cost of the IJM
t-shirts, the class now owes
over $2,200, according to
Bishop, who explained that the
sophomore class currently has
only a little more $1,100 in its
account..
Murphy
has
acknowledged his errors and
said, “My biggest problem as
a president is that I should’ve
asked the council. That was
my fault. It was a big mistake.”
He also insists that he will pay
for all the costs and added that
the “sophomore class will not
suffer.”
A tribunal of students
has recently been established
for various ASC purposes,
and
may consider the
consequences for Murphy’s
actions. Webb said there has
only been need for one other
tribunal in his time at Olivet.
That one successfully resolved
an election dispute.
The annual election of
a student tribunal is mandated in
the ASC constitution, although
such a council has not been
established for several years.
The tribunal is composed of
three people from each of the
sophomore, junior and senior
classes. The administration and
ASC members are not allowed
t o . be involved, according
to the ASC constitution, so
students nominated to the
tribunal are refpeoPle who
prove themselves,” as Twibell
explained.
While much of this
particular conflict rests with
the sophomore class president,
the current structure of class
councils and the procedures
for money distribution through
ASC are being called into
question.
Most of the money
in each class budget is never
handled or even seen by the
treasurer, according to David
Rucker, the sophomore class
treasurer. Rucker explained
his duties are . “to attend
meetings, give creative input,
and be available.” He- said
he is “not sure” how that
differentiates him from class
representatives.
“Right now it seems

like treasurers don’t even have
a role,” Bishop echoed.
Rucker proposed that
all finances should go through
class treasurers, and while
Bishop agreed, she said that
class presidents usually have
exclusive control the funds
under the current system. She
distributes a monthly statement
to one person from each club,
and in most cases, the person
who receives it is' the group’s
president.
Rucker said the system
should force all financial
changes to go through the class
treasurer.
“It’s my responsibility
to know,” he said.
Bishop
said
that
whoever handles finances
needs to be held accountable
and needs to be in constant
communication with her.
According to Rucker,.
the problem does not lie only
with class presidents.
“Brian’s got his heart
in the right place,” he said, “and
it was basically a problem with
the way it’s set up.” The current
procedure for class «pending
is to send the proposal directly
to the ASC executive council
without approval of the class
treasurer.
At the beginning of
February, IJM became" an
approved campus.club under
the leadership of junior Ben
Jerome.
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the current Olivet ASC, the
Vice President for Office
Managementpositioncurrently
held by senior Kati Dafoe will
be cut. The responsibilities
of that job will be distributed
between the new V.P. for
Publicity and a secretary to the
ASC President.
“I think this change
will help increase attendance,
at events. ... And the VP
of Publicity will have much
more to do than the VP of
Office Management . ever
did, which will equalize
the responsibilities of the
executives,” Dafoe said.
Interest in the new
position has been greater than
expected, with over a dozen
people seeking applications
and further information.
“As we continue
to look into more changes
within the structure of ASC,
it is exciting to know that the
student body is supportive of
our attempts to better serve our
campus,” Twibell said.

3
Korean defector inspires students
NEWS

By Dan Aumiller
News writer
Twenty-four
Olivet
students attending the 2005
Christian Student Leadership
Conference listened to North
Korean defector Soon-Ok Lee
and Michael Horowitz, Senior
Fellow of the Hudson Institute,
as they challenged the future
leaders to take action against
the injustice in North Korea.
When
Lee
and
Horowitz stood up to speak
at the conference, which is
sponsored by the National
Association of Evangelicals in
Washington, D.C., the horrors
of North Korea no longer
seemed across the world.
Together they brought the
reality of the situation into the
assembly and challenged the
future leaders to take action
against the injustice.
“North Korea will
collapse in a year if we do otfr
job,” Horowitz said.
The 2003 Annual
Report
on
International
Religious Freedom stated
that, “religious rights groups
outside the country have
provided numerous, usually

unconfirmed, reports that
members of underground
churches have been beaten,
arrested, tortured, or killed
because of their religious
beliefs.” According to the
report, there are an estimated
10,000 Protestants, 10,000
Buddhists and 4,000 Catholics
living in North Korea under
the constant threat of religious
oppression.
David
Hawk,
an
investigator
for the U.S.
Committee for
Human Rights
in North Korea,
told CNN that
North Koreans
can be arrested
for something as
simple as singing
a pop song and
are placed in prison camps
where, “forced abortions,
infanticide
and
public
executions are commonplace.”
Lee survived one of
those prisons. Lee was once
the Director of the Government
Supply Office until she was
arrested and immediately
sentenced to death. Lee

testified that she was unaware
of her crime for several weeks
until she discovered that she
had been falsely accused of
embezzling state property.
During her seven years of
imprisonment and torture, Lee
realized how naive she had
once been to trust Kim Jong
II.
“Every life [in North
Korea]

is in the
hands of a dictator,” Lee said.
She was finally released under
a surprise amnesty in 1992.
After Lee finished
speaking, the mood of the
conference center had changed
and the students were focused
entirely on the conflict.
“I thought she was
amazing,” Roxanne Doss said.
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“She was very simplistic, she
didn’t preach politics and she
broke my heart.”
Horowitz had seen
several of his contacts in North
Korea and China arrested for
their religious beliefs. These
experiences strengthened his
beliefs that America needs to
take a hard line stance against
human rights violations in
North Korea. The
government
has
already
taken steps in
that direction
passing
by
the
North
Korean Human
Rights
Act,
but Horowitz
believes
that
the
United
States needs to
start pressuring
China.
“We need to be ready
to tell China, ‘You want the
Olympics in Beijing? Stop
supporting North Korea,”’
Horowitz said.
Most
importantly,
Horowitz told the conference
that Americans need to be
willing to take on the fight

personally. He suggested steps
such as boycotting stores
such as Wal-Mart that rely
heavily on China for business
and publicly demonstrating
disapproval of any support
for North Korea. For students
like Katherine Johnson, a
sophomore political science
major, this call to fight was a
personal one.
“It’s up to us,” Johnson
said as she described her plans
for the near future. “While
I’m here [at college], I plan
to inform my friends about it,
write about it, stop shopping at
Wal-Mart and I will write my
senators about it.” Doss also
agrees that information is one
of the best weapons against
injustice.
“I am going to try to
get a group of Olivet students
who are aware of the situation
to inform Olivet as to what is
going on,” Doss said. Doss
was a little uncertain as to what
direction she will take once the
student body is informed, but
was confident that students
would follow through with
fundraisers, protests and other
activities.

Loan scams, ID theft target students
By Jen Graham
News writer
Imagine for a moment
that you are sitting at your
desk diligently chipping away
at a mound of homework that
seems to be stacked a mile
high. Suddenly, the phone
rings and a man tells you that
you are entitled to a grant from
the federal government to help
you compensate for the cost of
your higher education.
He just needs a few
personal details and in a
few days, a packet of grant
information should arrive at
your residence by mail for you
to fill out. Then, you will be
well on your way to obtaining
that free money to help you
pay for school.
This scenario is quite
similar to one that actually
occurred at Point Loma
Nazarene University to an
unsuspecting student. A man
with an accent called her and
told her that she was approved
for a • government grant of
$5,000. The caller confirmed
personal information with
the student, such as her
name, address and telephone
number.
However, he began to
raise suspicion when he started
pestering her for the name of
her bank, and account number.

one
might
Fortunately, the student hung politely refuse to participate in didn’t have an eBay URL. I information,
didn’t enter my information, wonder what measures can be
up the phone and despite the transaction of business.”
In
addition
to but I forwarded the e-mail to taken to protect themselves.
repeated attempts from the
telephone scams, more and the eBay site. Within an hour, Bishop once again offers some
caller, didn’t pick it back up.
This case was one more cases of identity theft the site wrote back confirming guidance for students.
“The goal is for the
' of many that have been are occurring on the world that the e-mail was a scam.”
Recently, an incident victim to be proactive in
reported all over the United wide web. Laura Nielsen, a
States. Throughout states college junior from Oklahoma, almost identical to this one protecting themselves from
such as Oklahoma, Georgia, experienced one of these happened to a student at being involved in a situation.
Olivet. This occurrence was While we can’t control the
and Tennessee, citizens have attempts first-hand.
“I received and e-mail the first concerning solicitor decisions and actions of the
brought similar matters to local
that
looked
like an eBay e- fraud according to Bishop. It offender, we each can control
authorities. Law enforcement
officials have offered words of mail, telling me to reenter all serves as a very real reminder our decisions and actions
of my personal information,” to students that this type of that could assist with crime
advice to residents.
“Do not give out said Nielsen. “There was a crime can and does occur on prevention,” he said.
any personal or financial link. When I clicked on it, college campuses.
With this newfound
information unless you are the I was sent to a website that
one making the phone call.
577 William Latham Drive Bourbonnais, IL 60914
Never give that information
815-929-1866
out if you received the phone
call,” said a public information
officer from Oklahoma. “Also,
Alumni’
Offering
know whom you’re doing
business with, and ask a lot of
owned
complete
questions.”
and
automotive
Olivet’s director of
public safety, Craig Bishop,
operated!
repair!
shares a similar suggestion for
Titfjfy Doe« U R ig h t!*
students.
“Do not give out
information
to someone
__________ fear students and faculty- University ID required_________
that you have not personally
Computer Diagnostics * Exhaust • Shocks * Struts
contacted to transact business,”
Uibe/Oii Filter • Engine • Air Conditioning
said Bishop. “Whether in
person, on the phone, by mail or
Starting & Charging ‘ Tune-Ups Transmission
on the web there are individuals
Heating & Cooling • General Repairs • Brakes • and Much Morel
that will seek to manipulate a
Monday - Friday &00 am - 6300 pm
person into their confidence
Saturday 8:00 am - 4 0 0 pm
and solicit a response or private
information. It is not rude to

TUffy
Auto Service
Centers

10% Discount
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International student knits to bring
her family back together again

Almost every night, Senior Asha Chetti, who left India to come to Olivet, can be found
in her Grand Avenue apartment knitting beautiful scarves, just as her mother taught
her. Asha hopes to sell enough of these scarves to surprise her parents with their first
plane ticket to the U.S.to see her on graduation day.
By Jenny Graves_______
Variety editor
She sitsinherlonesome
dorm room accompanied only
by the box o f tissues lying at
her feet. She looks out her
window and thinks about how
far Bourbonnais is from India,
away from home...away from
everything she knows. She
sniffles and turns toward the
cheery photographs o f her
beloved family members. She
takes a deep breath, sighs and
listens to the cracking o f her
breaking heart.

"I told my mom,
'If I could have
seen you crying, I
wouldn't have g o t
ten on that plane"
»ASHA CHETTI
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

It’s been three years
since psychology major Asha
Chetti’s freshman year when
such crying occurred almost
daily. She may be more
adjusted as a senior; however,
she can still feel the tornado
of emotions spinning around
in her heart as she remembers
what it was like to abandon
her life in India to pursue an
overseas education at Olivet.
Asha, who had been praying

for a Christian school to knock
on her door, heard of ONU
when University President
Dr. John Bowling visited her
church that summer. Asha lived
at home with her family and
didn’t expect that to change
any time soon.
“[In India], it’s kind
of weird to get out of your
house, she said. “It’s out of the
norm.”
Asha had never stepped
foot across India’s borders,
nor had she ever ridden on an
airplane. But before she knew
it, she found herself on board
and headed to the Americas.
“Everything happened
so fast,” she said. “I didn’t
have time to think.”

wake up and be back in my
bed.”
The only bed Asha
found, however, was in an
Olivet dorm room. Her new
Americanized
environment
stunned her as she marveled
at how clean the streets were,
in comparison to her home
country. She did wonder,
however,, why all the cars were
driving on the “wrong side” of
these streets. She was shocked
by the look of the cities and
even frightened by the paneled
houses, as the only houses she
had ever seen were brick.
“I was like ‘It’s going
to break sometime soon if
I lean on it too much,” she
laughed.
Asha felt lost in her
She sits on the plane new world. She didn’t know a
filled with unfamiliar faces single soul on campus except
and braces herself for the Dr. Bowling, whom she
long ride ahead. She clenches considers “like a father” to
her armrest and listens to the her. In addition, she struggled
roaring o f the jet engine. She to understand professors who
gazes out her window to see spoke English too fast, balance
the blades o f grass blazing by a schedule with 18 credit
at an alarming rate. Suddenly, hours and job demanding 20
she finds herself looking down hours per week, and deal with
at the ant-sized buildings the pain of missing her family,
below. She crouches down especially her mother.
in her padded seat, her head
“I told my mom, ‘If I
hangs low and she wonders, could have seen you crying, I
“What have. I gotten myself wouldn’t have gotten on that
plane,” Asha said.
into?”
Asha hasn’t seen her
“I thought I was folks since she flew home
dreaming,” Asha said. I can the Christmas of 2003. Her
still feel it.” She thought to parents, however, have never
herself, “I know for sure I’ll been able to fly to the U.S. due

customize his or her order.
Sophomore- Katie Zurcher
signed Asha’s order form after
a presentation she gave about
this fundraising endeavor in
her Bible II class. Katie was not
disappointed by her new pink,
brown and white garment.
“I liked it a lot,” she
said. “It was nice because I
got to choose whatever colors
I wanted and I got to choose
how long I wanted it. She did a
really good job.”
Hand-making enough
scarves to fly two people across
the globe, however, does not
come with out its challenges.
Asha’s biggest struggle is
finding enough time to make
so many scarves. She still
needs to sell about 167 scarves
in order to come up with the
needed $2,500. She believes,
as she waits for more orders to
come in, that God will provide,
as he always has, literally
since day one. Asha compared
this experience to the day
she was bom, unresponsive
and frail. All the doctors said
she wouldn’t make it but her
Donned in her exotic, parents believed God would
lose, navy blueIndian garments, do a miracle and in about an
she sits on her leaf patterned hour, she started crying and
sofa as her hands gracefully was deemed healthy. Asha
maneuver through the colorful believes if God can do that,
strands o f soft yam, creating a he can certainly help her sell
beautiful masterpiece woven enough scarves to fly-in her
to perfection. A smile crosses parents.
“It all depends on
herface and a glimmer o f hope
shines brightly in her eye. She faith,” she said. “If God wants
continues to work diligently, something to happen in your
glowing inside as she imagines life, it’s going to happen.
the expressions on her parents ’ Nothing is impossible for
faces when she surprises them him.”
with the plane tickets.
If you would like to purchase
Asha can be seen a scarf for $10, you may
selling her scarves all around contact Asha at 614-6019 or
campus, letting each student at achetti@olivet.edu.
to financial hardship.
Her
father,
a
compassionate worker, works
vigorously without earning a
single cent. He spends most of
his days working with the slum
projects in Bombay, helping to
clean up after the earthquake
and ensure that the local
children receive an education.
The household income relies
entirely on her mother who is
a schoolteacher.
Asha
desperately
longs for them to be there to
see her in her cap and gown,
walking towards her hardearned diploma.
“I want them to see
where I got my education
from...where I am...what I
am doing,” she said. “When I
was in India, they knew every
detail of my life. Here, [my
mother] can’t even see except
for pictures.”
Thanks to the help of
a friend, however, a creative
idea was bom that could make
the dream of their presence a
reality.

Asha personalizes each scarf, offering a variety of colors
and detail options. She has already sold over 100 scarves
and only has about 167 more to go in order to fly her
parents to the U.S.
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Professor remains hopeful during daughter’s struggle
By Katie Nichols
Variety writer

Mary’s Hospital in Kankakee,
hoping to find some answers.
The
frail
twins,
It wasn’t long ago. Maggie and Ellie, could both
He can still hear her bouncing be spotted the Wednesday
around the house and asking before the incident lying down
the types of questions that with thermometers hanging
only adorable three-year-old out of their tiny mouths,
girls can ask, such as, “Daddy, showing signs of a common
why can’t I walk on water like flu. David made it a point to
Jesus did?” Then, everything ask his students to pray for the
changed within the blink of sick, little “Veggie Tales,” as
an eye. Now, not only is she he likes to call them.
without the ability to stroll
It wasn’t long before
upon the Sea of Galilee, but Maggie was getting back to her
she is unable to even walk old self, but Ellie continued to
around her own house. She get worse.
lay like dead weight, limp and
At the hospital, brain
expressionless, confined to tests and a spinal tap showed
the prison of her living room she was suffering from
couch -- a haven compared meningitis or encephalitis, the
to the hospital bed that was swelling of the brain and its
to follow in her struggle for membrane. To their surprise
a second chance at life. Her and horror, David and April
father sighs, looks down at her later were told their precious
daughter had fallen victim to
fragile body and prays.
Dr.
David
Van encephalitis.
Heemst found his daughter,
“Her
influenzaEllie,
“completely listless B got into her blood stream
and unresponsive” when he somehow,” David said. “It
returned home from work went from her blood, to her
Friday, Jan. 28. He and his brain membrane, to her brain,
wife April thought she only and her immune system was
had the flu, but when they saw just too weak to fight it off.”
her in such poor condition,
Encephalitis literally
they knew it was much more means swelling of the brain and
severe. That night, the Van is usually caused by a virus. In
Heemst’s drove Ellie to St. milder cases, there are usually

Dr.Van Heemst's twins Ellie (front) and Maggie (back) show their silly side at
Grandma's house over Christmas break. Little did Ellie know that in a couple
months, she would fall victim to encephalitis, the swelling of the brain, which
would result in her forgetting virtually everything from her three years of life.
symptoms of a fever, poor
appetite and loss of energy. In
more severe circumstances,
a person will experience
nausea, vomiting,
severe
headaches,
disorientation,
convulsions,
difficulty
walking or moving and more.
Elbe was transferred to
Children’s Memorial Hospital

Birthday!

Air Brush
Tanning

815 939-7394
-

in Chicago for further brain
exams, but was released three
days later because her vital
signs had stabilized.
“We’re now letting
her body rest and heal,” David
said. “She lost weight and
was very dehydrated. The
effects of encephalitis are
that she has basically lost
all her memory. We are
teaching her simple things
now, like moving her fingers,
sitting up and using a toilet.”
The
next
likely
step for the family involves
intensive occupational therapy
for Ellie at Hope Children’s
Hospital. She will have therapy
three times a day for four
weeks to relearn motor skills,,
mind control, how to eat, grab
objects, dress, talk and walk.
“It’s the first blitzkrieg
of therapy,” David said. “She
is basically like an infant right
now in terms of expressing
herself. She understands, but
can’t get it out,”
Ellie doesn’t struggle
alone, however, as her sister and
best friend shares her burden.
“Maggie’s little world
has been turned upside down
and she doesn’t know why...”
David said. “I mean, they
were in utero together. "Ellie
has always been around.”
David says Maggie
has become very maternal and
care giving to Ellie.
“When April left
one time, she said, ‘It’s okay,
Mommy, I’ll take care of Ellie.”
Support from the
university and College Church
of the Nazarene helped the
family tremendously. The Van
Heemsts felt covered in prayers
during this difficult time and
received numerous visits from
pastors, friends and students.

“There has been an
outpouring of love and support,”
David said. “Students have
made food, chocolate chip
cookies, sent cards, balloons,
and stuffed animals. Pastors
anointed Ellie at the hospital
and
people
have
sent
money. Without this,~ we
couldn’t have made it through.”
Junior Alissa Porritt
helped organize a fundraiser
for the Van Heemsts and
asked students to donate
one dollar to the cause.
“We raised about
$200 and were able to go
to the store and buy things
the Van Heemsts asked for,
like books, Pull-Ups© and
juice for the girls,” Porritt
said. “We have some leftover
money that April is going to
use to buy Ellie a new dress for
her first day back at church.”
Although doctors are
using the word “years” when
referring to recovery, the Van
Heemsts are very hopeful.
Three of the four brain tests
came back normal and the
fourth showed only minor
abnormalities. The doctor
that treated Ellie in Chicago
was also optimistic because
Ellie is responsive, alert and
able to process information.
“One thing we did
learn from this is that Maggie
and Ellie are getting a flu
shot next year,” David said.
While the future
is still uncertain, the Van
Heemsts
remain
strong
and confident, knowing the
situation is in God’s hands.
“This has drawn us
closer as a family. We spend
more time together, focus on
care giving and are praying
passionately for Ellie,” David
See ELLIE >PAGE 6
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Professor writes controversial book
Dr. Colling combines theories o f creationism and evolution in “Random Designer
By Olivia Hodges
Variety writer
Sitting in his white
lab coat behind a desk lined
with numerous family photos
and books about forgiveness
and Abraham, Dr. Richard
Colling, chair of Olivet’s
biology department, seems,
like any other ONU professor.
In reality, however, Colling
has recently been the focus
of much media attention,
including that of the The Wall
Street Journal, because of his
willingness to suggest what
few scientists or conservative
Christians are willing to
believe: that evolution and a
belief in God as Creator are
mutually compatible.
In his new book,
“Random Designer”, Colling
suggests a theory of random
design as a “more-intelligent
intelligent design,” in which
a God-designed evolution is
the root of creation theory.
According to Coding's theory
of intelligent design, evolution
is upheld as scientifically
and theologically sound,, as
evolution exists as God’s tool
to “harness the random forces
of nature to accomplish his
ultimate purpose of drawing
mankind toi himself”. . ,As:
Colling sees it, intelligent
design “will allow the truth of
science to lead where it will,
yet always preserves a place at
the table for the Creator.”

Dr. Colling, who
received
his
Ph.D.
in
microbiology, wrote “Random
Designer” for both Christians
and non-believers.
Colling
attempts to share his ideas
with Christians who have
been told science and faith are
incompatible as well as non
believers who are “looking
for an element of faith and
spirituality in their existence,
but are not willing to check
their intellect at the door.” |
“Some in the church
community have established
barriers that are simply not
true,” Colling said.
Instead of viewing
science as a barrier to true
understanding of faith, or
vice versa, Colling views
all scientific truth as God’s
truth, saying, “If it’s true
it must be compatible
with our faith.”
According
to a Gallup poll, nearly half
of all Americans believe in
a creationism, or that God
created the Earth as we know
it about 10,000 years ago.
Intelligent design, on the other
hand, makes it scientifically
impossible to believe in a
literal translation of a six-day
biblical creation story.
- - ' -‘‘If the creation story
is believed literally,” Colling
said, “taken in context, • it
doesn’t mesh with the reality
of the world.”
Colling does not let

Katt/Mouse

by David Moore

Katt/Mouse

by David Moore

his view of evolution as God’s
creation story shake his faith,
but rather, claims it strengthens
his beliefs. He realizes that
denying a literal interpretation
of the creation story may lead
to a “slippery slope” of biblical
interpretation; however, he
calls, this slope a “slippery
slope to heaven.”
“When we learn to
interpret figuratively,” Colling
said,
“we develop a
better

concept
of Creator
^ G o d
that strengthens our faith and
understanding of Him.” •.
For Colling, a God
who creates the world under
the auspices of evolution is
just as, and perhaps more,
awe-inspiring as the God of a
six-day creation story.
Dr. Colling began
collecting notes for his work 14
years ago, arid started writing
the book in .2000, during one
of the most difficult times to

enter into the evolutionary
debate.
Since the famous
Scopes trial of 1925, evolution
and creationism have been
pitted against each other in the
search for a source of life. In
recent years, the evolutionary
debate has gained considerable
momentum, with its validity
being brought into question
across the nation in Kansas,
Wisconsin,
Georgia
and
most recently, Pennsylvania.
On January 18, high school
students in the Dover district
of Pennsylvania became the
first in the nation to make the
concept of intelligent design
part of their curriculum. Last
month, however, the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
filed suit against the Dover
school board.
Although
Colling’s
book is focused on the validity
of intelligent design, he
found himself in the “difficult
quandary of agreeing with the
ACLU.”. H e stated he opposed
the teaching of intelligent
designs in the schools, because
he said, “If it’s done, it must be
done right.”
He also noted the
problems Christians often face
when they try to mix church
and state saying,’ “Christians
make a grand effort to put God
in the classroom and often end
up shooting themselves in the
foot.”
When asked why he
wanted to write the. book,

Colling said he actually didn’t
want to, recognizing that
anyone who writes a book
attempting to integrate science
and faith in real ways “would
get hammered.” But as he
listened over the years, he heard
“so much misunderstanding”
coming from both Christians
and scientists.
Eventually,
he felt writing this book was
“something he needed to do out
of stewardship.” While some
of his fears have transpired,
with several people calling
him “some pretty interesting
names,” on the whole, Colling
said the response has been
mostly positive. He hopes
Christians will remain friendly
towards his ideas.
“Science does not
exclude God. God is real,”
he said.
Also, he adds,
“God is bigger and life is far
more complex than we have
previously believed.”
Colling encourages
his readership to focus on what
is of greatest important in our
faith experience — knowing
God.
“God took great
pains...to get us to the point
we are at now so He could
have a relationship with us.. .It
would be one of the ultimate
tragedies if we missed him
after hundreds of millions of
years work.”
I f you would like to
hear more about Dr. Colling’s
book, Random Designer, he
will be speaking in a two-part
colloquium series. The first
session will be held Monday,
Feb. 21 at 7 p.m., and the
follow-up will be Monday,
Feb. 28 at 7 p.m. Both will be
held in the Weber Leadership
Center.
You can also visit his
website: www. randomdesigner.
com, which features book
excerpts, videos o f Dr. Colling
explaining chapters, and links
to articles published in other
prominent newspapers and
radio spots.
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said. “God has given us
strength and peace. If we were
doing this alone, the whole
situation would stink, but we’ve
always had more than enough
grace for each day. Jesus
sustains and gives comfort and
strength when we have none.”
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Winn-Dixie
Drama • PG

A trite take on the feel-good
family movie genre involving a
child and her dog; sweet, but it's
all been done before
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Be My Vision: The art of Jill Hornok

By Amanda Shelley
"she said.
A&E editor
. It wasn’t until her
freshman and sophomore years
“The optimist sees at Olivet that Jill discovered
opportunity in every difficulty,” photography as a joy and a
said J. Oswald Sanders, author strength. Not only was she sure
of Spiritual Leadership.
she wanted to pursue art, she
For a photographer, decided to do a concentration
every day provides an in photography. She used any
opportunity to capture the equipment she could get, even
moments that craft, build, and her dad’s camera, and says she
sometimes even destroy our is constantly taking pictures.
lives. Every moment can hold
But there is much
magic in the eye of the one more to Jill than simply her
behind a camera. Senior art love of photography.
She
major Jill Hornok is just such also has a heart for the Lord
a photographer. Her senior art and for the ministry He may
exhibition Be My Vision will be have for her as a “missionary
up in the Brandenburg Gallery photographer” as she calls it.
of Larsen Fine Arts Center,
“I’m really looking
Feb. 20-25.
for ministry and ways to
“I enjoy capturing incorporate photography in
family and friends, and really ministry,” Jill said.
whatever God puts in my
Jill works as part of
path,” Jill said.
the Young Life student staff.
Jill began pursuing art She raises her own support
when she was in high school. to be able to work' with high
She took a few classes and schoolers from LincolnWay
realized that though she didn’t High School in Frankfort, 111.
feel she excelled academically
“I have volunteered
in other subjects, she excelled as a leader since my freshman
at art.
year here at Olivet and have
“I really felt like that loved it since the beginning,”
[art] was kind of my strength,” Jill says of her experience.

“God totally has used me and
“My hope is that and let me step inside her world
I have grown through Young God’s hand at work through for a brief period of time.
Life. I, along with a team me is seen in my pieces,” her
Though her family has
of college leaders, all but a statement also reads. “I am been supportive of her, Jill’s
couple from Olivet, drive up to His creation and the only way show may surprise them.
Frankfort a few times a week I am able to create is with the
“They haven’t seen
to meet up with kids and go help of Him and Him alone.”
everything I’ve collected,”
into ‘their world’.”
Each of her photos Jill said. “I think they’ll be
Along with helping will be captioned by a scripture surprised when they come to
to organize skits, games, and verse. It is Jill’s way of sharing my show.”
encouraging the kids to come Christ and sharing scripture
For Jill, her
to camp in the summer, Jill through her gifts.
inspiration comes from God
plays a unique role as the self“I am so blessed and and the people and objects
appointed photographer.
my prayer is that viewers will He puts in her path, but she
“I made my own role see that through my work,” Jill does admire the styles of
the last year or so. I give a writes in her statement.
such photographers as Kim .
lot of the photos to the area
Not only is Jill’s Anderson.
director to use,” Jill said. “I faith evident by her words
There wil be a
also made a Young Life collage and actions, it is evident in. reception for Jill Thurs., Feb.
and it represents a big piece of her attitude. She graciously 24 from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. in
me.”
opened her apartment to me the Brandenburg Gallery.
Jill titled her senior art
exhibition Be My Vision.
“We all have different
points of focus in our lives. We
Hand-dipped ice cream and gourmet coffee
all have a vision,” an excerpt
from Jill’s artist statement
41 W. Second Street
reads.
Manteno,IL 60950
It is clear that Jill does
815-468-8680
not rely on her own strength.
She is very certain that if it
Monday & Wednesday 12pm - 9 pm
were not for God, she would
Tuesday & Thursday 5pm - 9pm
not be able to do what she is
Friday 12pm-12 am,Saturday 3pm -11pm
doing right now.

Ice Cream 8c Coffee

WANTED: Talented people to provide live entertainm ent on Friday nights!
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Genre jumping A cadem y overlooks
is latest Holly S p acey biopic fo r O scar
wood trend

comes in contact with the musical. Darin’s divorce from
A&E writer love of his life, actress Sandra wife Sandra Dee is not only
If any one man should Dee (dazzlingly played by absent, but barely even eluded
be upset about, the results of Kate Bosworth), and settles to. Many times throughout
the Oscar nominations (posted down. He begins to succeed the movie, Spacey as Darin
at the end of last month), he is quite well as his songs begin confronts a younger version
Kevin Spacey. Spacey - a two- to climb the charts and win of Darin played by newcomer
time Academy Award winner awards. He even begins to William Ullrich. At one point,
for The Usual Suspects (1995) star in films and is nominated when young Bobby tells his
and American Beauty (1999) for a 1964 Best Supporting older self, “That’s not how it
- and his latest film Beyond Actor Oscar, which he loses to happened,” Spacey -returns
the Sea were completely Melvyn Douglas. It’s not all with “Kid, memories are like
stiffed by the Academy in bright lights and glamour for moonbeams, we do with them
this year’s ceremony, much to Darin, however, as hard times what we want.” While the
this reviewer’s dismay. Not begin to settle in... in the form philosophy certainly explains
only did Spacey star in this of marital disputes, waning certain inaccuracies about
biopic about ‘50s and ‘60s record sales, and a desperate Darin’s life, it makes Beyond
crooner Bobby Darin, he also need for self discovery, which, the Sea seem more like a
co-wrote, produced, directed, leaves Darin to disembark on a reinterpretation of a life than a
retelling.
danced, and sang all
Still,
of the songs for the
despite these
film. It would seem
shortcomings,
that this versatility
Spacey’s biopic
would
at
least
definitely stands
merit a nomination,
as a fabulous
especially to an
film about a
Academy favorite
manwhosinglelike Spacey.
h a n d e d 1y
Chronicling
personified
the
'story
of
the
human
the
singer
and
condition.
popularizer of such
Indeed, Darin’s
songs as “Splish
nemesis in this
Splash”, . “Dream Spacey shows talent and versatility portraying
Lover”, “Mack the crooner Bobby Darin in Beyond the Sea. However, film is his own
ego, plain and
Knife”, and the
Spacey and his film failed to receive any Oscar
simple.
And,
film’s title track,
while this type
“Beyond the Sea”, nominations.'
of story has
Spacey’s Beyond the
Sea starts with Darin’s humble journey in a trailer. As a result certainly been told before in
beginnings as Walden Robert of this journey and the advent other venues, the' music and
Cassotto, a young boy with big of the war in Vietnam, Darin the achievement and versatility
dreams and a mother who is takes a turn to protest music, demonstrated by Spacey put it
bound and determined to have which is quite the turn from into a spot above other films
her son follow in her not-so- his normal fare and is riot met released this year. This fact
successful footsteps. Darin’s with as much enthusiasm from makes it that much harder to
believe that Beyond the Sea
dream is twofold - to become his audience.
While
Spacey was stiffed by the Academy.
bigger than Frank Sinatra and to
play New York’s most popular attempts to stay true to Darin’s One would think Spacey’s
venue - the Copacabana. attitudes and overall nature, performance alone would
Along with his brother-in-law, it becomes apparent that he merit a Best Actor nod. Still,
Charlie Maffia (Bob Hoskins), is not as concerned with the awards or not, Spacey will
bandleader Dick Behrke (Peter overall accuracy of. some of undoubtedly take Darin’s song
Cincotti), and manager Steve the finer details of Darin’s life. “As Long As I’m Singing” to
‘Boom-Boom’ Blauner (John For example, Spacey dances heart: “As long as I’m singing
Goodman), Bobby Darin sets out of the Bronx amid a throng then the world’s alright and
out to make his dreams reality. of street dancers in a massive everything’s swinging as long
Along the way, Darin musical reminiscent of a ‘60s as I’m singing my song.”
By Stephen Foxworthy

By Stephen Foxworthy
A&E writer

What do Academy
Award winners like Robert
DeNiro, Dustin Hoffman, and
Christopher Walken have in
common with comedians like
Jim Carrey, Jamie Foxx, and
Bill Murray? They are all
a part of a growing trend in
Hollywood that I like to call
‘genre jumping’.
Genre jumping is the
idea of established Hollywood
stars forsaking the types of
roles that made them celebrities
in the first place and seeking
out roles in competing genres,
like comedy or drama. This
trend is nothing new, to be
certain, but the insurgence of
such jumping over the last few
years especially has certainly
sparked the attention and
interest of many. In the past six
years, Robert DeNiro - star of
such films as The Godfather:
Part Two and Raging Bull
- has starred in comedic
roles opposite such renowned
comedians as Ben Stiller (Meet
the Parents), Eddie Murphy
(Showtime),
Jack
Black
(Shark Tale), and Billy Crystal
(Analyze This). On the flip
side of the coin, SNL alumnus
Bill Murray and sitcom star
Jamie Foxx have each received
Oscar attention for their roles
in Lost in Translation and Ray,
respectively.
Why does such a
trend exist in Hollywood?
The most obvious reason for
genre jumping is the desire for
an actor not to be tied down
or typecast in one particular
type of role. For example, if
A1 Pacino were to get tired of
playing gangsters and corrupt
cops, what better way is there,
to break away from such roles
than by pursuing something
diametrically opposed to them?

Other actors, like Christopher
Walken (who, for a long time,
was cast primarily as angels,
demons, or mobsters) started
taking on roles in films like
Joe Dirt, Kangaroo Jack, and
even Fatboy Slim’s “Weapon
of Choice” video so that
people wouldn’t, take him so
seriously.
Comedic actors, on
the other hand, might want
actually to be taken seriously
by their audiences, compelling
them to take on more dramatic
and serious roles. Jim Carrey,
hoping not to be remembered
as Ace Ventura or The Mask,
began taking on more weighty
roles like the 1999 Andy
Kaufman biopic Man on the
Moon and the more recent cult
favorite Eternal Sunshine o f the
Spotless Mind. In doing so, not
only has Carrey proven that he
can handle more difficult and
challenging roles, but he has
also set himself apart as one
of the most versatile actors in
film.
• Ultimately, it seems
that at the end of the day, all
most- actors want is to show
their own versatility. This is
widely regarded as a good
thing. Even people who may
not like Adam Sandler’s classic
brand of idiot humor might be
able to stomach a mellowedout “grown-up” Sandler in last
year’s Spanglish. Still others
who would rather laugh out
loud than cry quietly will get
more out of seeing Dustin
Hoffman in Meet the Fockers
then they would watching his
performance in' Rain Man.
While genre jumping may
serve to alienate a few of one
particular actor’s “core” group
of fans, it inevitably broadens
the horizons of both the actor
and the audience to roles and
films they may not have done
or seen before.
r
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ONU CAMPUS SPECIAL #1
Medium 12” 1-Topping
& Two 20-oz. Soft Drinks
only $9.99!
Add a 2nd Medium $4.99!
Add Wings $6.99!
Add Cinnapie $3.99!
DeSvery to ca m p u s only. Expires 5&1/05.

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

932-4800
DELIVERY or CARRYOUT
195 N. Kennedy Dr. (next to Perry Farm)
Open Daily: Lunch-Dinner-Late
Daily Specials - School & Church Discounts

Proud Supporter of ONU!
Order online! h tipJ/go.to/papaJohns

Not valid with other offers. Customer pays tax.

t:

ONU CAMPUS SPECIAL #2

Extra Large
16” Pizza
with 1 Topping
only $ 9 .9 9 !
Add a 2-Liter $2.09!
D e iv e ry to ca m p u s only. Expires 5/31/D5.
Not valid with other offers. Customer pays tax.

121 S. Main Street Bourbonnais

0 Lord, be gracious to us; we long for
you. Be our strength every morning...
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New version of Bible offers more options
By Amy Kistner
Spiritual Life writer

on human tradition and the
basic principles of this world
rather than on Christ.” But
Zondervan recently in the TNIV it reads, “See
released a new translation of that no one takes you captive
the Bible called Today’s New through hollow and deceptive
International Version (TNIV). philosophy, which depends
The TNIV is an update of the on human tradition and the
30 year old New International elemental spiritual forces
Version (NIV), which is the of this world rather than on
Bible which is purchased about Christ.”
one-third of the time.
The marketing of the
The
TNIV was TNIV is aimed at the 18 to 34
commissioned
by
the age group because according to
International Bible Society research done by Zondervan,
and developed by a group of “...young adults are leaving
15 Bible scholars. This group, churches in large numbers,
led by the Reverend John Stek, but remain more ‘spiritually
professor emeritus at Calvin intrigued’ than any other
Theological Seminary is the demographic.” Because of this,
same group that developed the
NIV back in the 1970s.
"I look forward to
In order to develop
this new translation, they went using the TN IV for
back to the original Greek, personal study,
Hebrew and Aramaic texts.
They then translated them into preaching and
more modem English and a evangelism ."
more gender-neutral wording.
For example, Matthew
» BILL HYBELS
5:9 in the NIV reads, “Blessed SENIOR PASTOR, WILLOW
are the peacemakers, for they CREEK COMMUNITY CHURCH
shall be called the sons of
God.” In the TNIV it reads,
“Blessed are the peacemakers, the .advertisements are being
for they shall be called the run in Rolling Stone, Modem
children of God.”
Bride, The Onion, MTV.com
Another
example and AOL to gain the attention
is Colossians 2:8, which in of the 18 to 34 year olds who
the NIV reads, “See that subscribe to those.
no one takes you captive
Since most Olivetians
through hollow and deceptive fall in the 18 to 34 age group,
philosophy, which depends some were asked what they

thought of this new translation.
The comments were mixed.
“I think it’s stupid to
have another translation of the
Bible when there are already a
million translations. If they’re
translating
it,
obviously,
they’re saying all of the
translations we have now are
wrong, and if they are wrong,
then why on earth do we use
them. If we cannot trust that
the translations we have now
are right, how on earth will
we be able to trust another
translation,” freshman Ruth
Miller said.
While
freshman,
Amy Scheve,said, “I don’t
think that the new translation
of the Bible is that much of a
big deal because it has been
different translations over
many different years, and to
come out with a new one that
applies to the youth of today is
a great asset to those who want
to learn about the Word of God
but don’t really have a way of
doing so.”
Sophomore,
Jamie
Tubbs, said, “I think the fact
that the Bible one in three
Americans buy is a translation
that’s 30 years old is
noteworthy. It may need some
modernization, but one of the
main focus, apparently, is on
being ‘gender-neutral,’ and to
me this is dangerous ground to
be tread carefully. Zondervan
■is a well-respected company,
but I know I’ll keep using my

NIV as my study Bible.”
Many world renowned
Christian authors and pastors
are supporting this new version
of the Bible.

" M y hope is that
this new rendering
of the scriptures
will bring people
to the text that
normally would
not be interested
in reading it."
» KEVIN MELLISH
OLIVET RELIGION PROFESSOR

“As an evangelist
committed to communicating
the truth, relevancy and power
of the Gospel, I’m thankful to
have the TNIV as a valuable
tool in reaching the next
generation,” Lee Strobel,
author.
The Senior Pastor at
Willow Creek Community
Church in South Barrington,
111. also supports this Bible.
“As
someone
passionate about evangelism,
I enthusiastically embrace
the TNIV as a translation that
faithfully communicates God’s
Word to the next generation
of seekers and believers. The
TNIV is not only accurate, but

incredibly readable. I look
forward to using the TNIV
for personal study, preaching
and evangelism,” Bill Hybels,
Senior Pastor, Willow Creek
Community Church said.
Olivet
Religion
Professor Kevin Mellish, also
sees this as an helpful endeavor
by Zondervan for those seeking
to spend more time in an easier
to read version of the Bible.
“Taking
into
consideration
the
target
audience of this project and
understanding there is a
growing need among young
people for an accurate yet
readable translation, the sholars
working on this translation
and the people at Zondervan
are involved in an admirable
endoeavor,” Mellish said.
“My hope is that this
new rendering of the scriptures
will bring people to the text
that normally would not be
interested in reading it,” Bible
Professor Kevin Mellish said.
The TNIV is already
out in Christian bookstores
and there are various versions
available.
The versions are,
Strive: The Bible fo r Men, Tme
Identity: The Bible for Women,
a Pocket Bible, a Thin-line
Bible, the Bible in the format
of a novel called, The Story, a
Bible for new believers called,
Beginning the Journey, and an
audio New Testament.

A glimpse at the differences
f

Matthew 7:7-8

King James Version
"Ask, and it shall be given you; seek,and ye shall find; knock, and
it shall be opened unto you; For every one that asketh receiveth;
and he that seeketh findeth;and to him that knocketh it shall be
opened."

New International Version

Each of the versions of the TNIV is targeted
toward a specific group of people. For example,
The Story is in novel format and the characters,
events and teachings are arranged chronologically.
Also the Bibles targeted toward men and women
specifically answer questions that many are facing
in their lives.
Also, perhaps the most marketable part of
this new version is that each Bible is universally
paginated so no matter which version of the TNIV
you wish to find a passage in, it will always be on
the same page.

"Ask and it w ill be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and
the door will be opened to you. 8For everyone w ho asks receives; he
w ho seeks finds; and to him w ho knocks, the door w ill be opened."

Today's New International Version
"Ask and it w ill be given to you; seek and you w ill find; knock and
the door w ill be opened to you. For everyone w ho asks receives;
those w ho seek find; and to those w ho knock, the door w ill be
opened." ,
iS i
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Men’s club vol
leyball begins
season in tough
division
By Hannah Witt
Sports writer
The
men’s
club
volleyball team just started
their season and already they
have their hopes set high.
In their first match
was Feb. 4 against Trinity
Christian College the team
lost but pushed the match to
five games with a final score
of 2-3. Although this was not
the desired outcome, senior
captain Peter Anderson is
confident that the next time
they meet the outcome will not
be the same.
Following the match
versus Trinity Christian the
team played the University of
Chicago on Feb. 8 and defeated
them in three straight games.
Brad Piper was a key player in

these wins and Ray Sthay used
his remarkable 54 inch vertical
leap to contributed his first kill
of the season.
The team is in the
Midwest Collegiate Volleyball
Association (MVCA) which
consists of 19 teams. Some
of these club teams have
been nationally ranked such
as Dominican University (1),
Augustana College (2), and
Western Illinois University
(15). Other schools in the
MVCA includes University of
Chicago, DePaul University,
University of Illinois C
team and Illinois Wesleyan
University.
In order to finish
strong versus these tough
teams, the men’s club team
will look to leaders such as
Anderson, Zach Kirkland,

Joe's Autom otive Inc.
Car running rough?
Check Engine light o n ?
See Larry N ottke
Certified

Electrical Specialist

937-9281
560 S. Washington, Kankakee

SPORTS RECAP

S K IN N Y
Basketball (M) (17-9.7-1)
Purdue-Calumet W 75-63
III. Inst, of Tech. W 72-43
U.of St. Francis W 79-66
I. U.-South Bend W 80-69
Basketball (W) (18-9.8-1)
St. Xavier
L 85-88
Purdue-Calumet W 84-72
III. Inst, of Tech. W 124-93
U.of St. Francis W 116-49

Zach Johnson goes for a layup at Hoosier Hysteria.
The Tigers face two nationally ranked teams in their
conference: St. Xavier (4) and Robert Morris (17).

Bruce Puckett, and Brad Piper.
Anderson has been the captain
all four of his years at college
and is instrumental to the
success of the team.
“Peter Anderson has
been the backbone of our team
for four years now and he is
probably our best all-around
player” said Puckett.
Kirkland is also a
very strong element to the
team. “Kirkland [acts as] the
quarterback of the team as the
four year starting setter. He
helps set the tone of the team

on the floor emotionally” said
Kring.
Despite the presence
of few star players, the team
has a deep bench which they
can look to later in the season.
Many of the freshman players
are already contributing to the
team.
“The team is getting
stronger, especially as we get to
play more refined by fire. This
is probably the strongest team
we have had here at Olivet in a
long time” Kring said.
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IndoorTrack (M)
III. Wesleyan Open
13th - 2 points
Weight Throw
J. Franklin - 5th
DePauw Invite
15th -12 points
1 Mile Run, K. Rago - 9th
Pole Vault, M. Hollis - 3rd
Shot Put, J. Franklin - 5th
Weight Throw
J. Franklin -7th
IndoorTrack (W)
III.Wesleyan Open
3rd - 67 points
400 Meter,A. Heinold - 3rd
1 MileRun
B. McCoy -1 st, 1 Mile Run
J. E llis -2nd, 1 Mile Run
800 Meter, C. Green -1 st
5,000 Meter Run
E. Batkiewicz -1 st
S.Mulieri - 3rd
4x400 Meter Relay
Team - 3rd
Distance Medley
Team - 1st
High Jump, J. Prejna - 6th
Pole Vault, J.Prejna -6th
DePauw University Invite
3rd - 76 points
1 Mile Run
J. Ellis-2nd
E. Batkiewicz - 8th
600 Meter Run
A. Heinold - 1st
S. Batkiewicz - 3rd
800 Meter Run
B. McCoy -1 st
C. Hoffman - 5th
1000 Meter Run
C. Green - 1st
J. Ellis-2nd
K. Huffman - 9th
3000 Meter Run
E. Batkiewicz - 3rd
S. M ulieri-6th
4x400 Relay, Team - 3rd
Pole Vault
T. Jankus - 6th
J.Prejna-8th
.

All scores courtesy of
ollvet.edu/athletics
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In p u rsu it o f a global C h ristia n ity
By Wes McKain
Forum writer
New York Times,
Chicago Tribune, Christian
Science Monitor, TIME, The
New Republic, The Nation,
ChristianityToday, Sojourners,
FOX, CNN, MSNBC...this
list literally goes on and on
forever. There are so many
news sources out there, so
many newspapers, magazines,
and television shows, that the
average person often becomes
confused and throws up
their hands in despair of ever
getting a handle on the world
situation. It would be easier
if all these news sources at
least agreed with each other,
but they don’t. So at the end
of the day we’re left with
little more than competing
interpretations
skipping
around schizophrenically in
our heads.
“Bush proposed his
$2.57 trillion budget today,
which is sure to stimulate the
economy while providing
the necessary funds to keep
our country safe”; then,
after switching the channel
or picking up the next
publication, “Bush’s new $2.57
trillion budget proposal cuts
150 essential programs and
plunges the country farther and
farther into debt”. Stimulate
an economy and plunge us
farther into debt? Which one
am I supposed to believe?
What
makes
our dilemma even more
insidiously difficult is that
news services, even the most
viciously partisan, rarely tell
lies. They just tell half-truths.
So instead of having to sort
the truths from the lies, our
project becomes synthesizing
the information we get and
filling in the ‘fioles’...which is
exponentially harder.
If you are one of the
few who are already driven
to keep up with world events,
then my first advice to you
would be: withhold immediate
judgment on anything you
read. Basically, keep an open
mind. This will at least get
you far enough to have the
competing claims in your head;
oftentimes we read with the
intention of picking apart the
author or finding what we are
looking for and consequently
prevent
ourselves
from
gathering enough information
to just begin the process of
Lsynthesis. Once again, this is
not a good thing.
But here we encounter
a more existential question:
why should I care about

keeping up in the first places?
The hands are still thrown up
in the air. Here I’m going to
quote an aphorism that we
all know and have come to
cherish - because we’re here
to get an education with a
Christian purpose. “What?
That’s a stupid answer! Don’t
throw that institutional jargon
at me!” I understand the initial
recoil, but there’s a good reason
why this is Olivet’s mission
statement.
‘Education’
ahd
‘education with a Christian
purpose’ are qualitatively

"O ne [assump
tion] we're goin g
to have to shed is
that our responsi
bility ends at the
borders of Olivet."
»WES MCKAIN

miles apart; we may meet
in the same buildings, look
through the same microscopes,
read the same material as
any other person in any
other institution of higher
learning, but we experience it
differently. The telos of our
learning is so fundamentally
dissimilar - not at odds - than
that of secular academia that
we can’t help but experience
it differently. Their highest,
goal, • expressed in a variety
of forms, is to train young
adults to become freethinking,
well-informed citizens. Our
highest goal is to give glory
to God in every sphere of our
life. This does not disqualify
the ‘freethinking’ part, and by
all means I exhort you to come
to your own conclusions, notthe conclusions of Olivet or of
your parents. But most of you
have done that already, and
have chosen-to live a life of
radical obedience to God. And
there we have an answer to our
question, or at least a stronger
question to live by.
As
self-proclaimed
Christians we have a serious,
calling to mind to. It’s a
calling to see the world as God
sees it. If we are to do that,
one of the first assumptions
we’re going to have to shed is
that our responsibility ends at
the borders of Olivet’s campus.
Or at the edge of the township
of Bourbonnais, Or at the
Illinois state line. Or at the
borders of the mighty United
States. To commit a life of

service to Christ and see the
world as he sees it is to love
the tsunami victim as much
as your own mother. It means
feeling compassion for the
homeless, the disenfranchised,
those on their last length of
rope, even if they live 5000
miles away. It means breaking
up child prostitution rings
in Southeast Asia (props to
IJM) or donating money to
Compassionate Ministries.
This kind of global
compassion is not something
that comes from making a
sudden decision. Certainly
that is part of it, usually the
beginning. But it has to be
cultivated, which is where the
role of news comes in. You
see, humans have this awful
propensity to only care about
themselves. Thankfully, this
•self focus (an unfortunate
condition called narcissism)
is often times mitigated by an
innate concern for people like
family members, coworkers,,
church members, maybe even
the in-laws. But those are
all natural proclivities. We
are nice to them so they’ll be
nice baGk or we simply have
biologically necessary feelings
for them. In essence, we care
about them because we are
close to them. We can feel
them.
Calling for an earnest
interest in.those who are not
close to us begs first for a
reason why we should care.
This inquiry is then followed
by the need to get in touch with
them and finally a little help
from the old Spiritus Sanctus.
The means to get close to
people all the way around the
world, to feel them in at least
the intellectual sense, is the
news. And as you read and
see more stories, and begin to
pray that God would animate
you with the Love that is Him J
an interesting thing happens
- you begin to identify with
them.
You begin to feel
compassion for them, literally
“suffer with” them. \Yhen
you hear that sound-byte
about another car bomb
blast in Iraq and more Iraqis
dead, or see a ’picture of an
Indonesian woman on the
cover of Christianity Today,
surrounded by destruction
that was once her home and
weeping over bodies that were
once her family, the words
and images are no longer of
strangers from a distant land.
They’ve now become the sons
and daughters of God, which
makes them your brothers and

sisters.
Whenever .
this
realization occurs, you feel a
strange desire to help them.
In fact, you are compelled to

help them. But don’t worry; in
fact, take joy, because you are
beginning to see the world a
little bit more like God sees it.
And that.is a beautiful thing.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Poor sports tarnish Olivet image
By Kerrie Ericson
Forum writer
Dear Editor,
I am completely
appalled by the lack of
sportsmanship displayed by
some students at this school.
Even though the majority of
Olivet students are model
supporters of the Tigers,
some groups attending
Olivet
athletic
events
crossed the line of decent
sportsmanship a long time
ago. At any major sporting
event on campus, they can
be observed taunting the
opposing players, coaches
and fans, obnoxiously yelling
to destroy their concentration
and engaging in derisive
conversations with opposing
players.
These actions
are completely uncalled
for at any sporting event,
let alone by students at a
“Christian” university. As a
former college athleate and
current high scholl coach,
I am completely behind
students cheering for their
team, enjoying thmselves at
games, and being loud and
crazy; student sections like
these are priceless and add
to the incredible atmosphere

of amateur sports. However,
while athletes are drilled to
display the greatest respect
for their opponents even in
the heat of bitter competition,
it is only right that the fans
enjoying these events be
held to the same standards
of sportsmanship.
Even
though poor sportsmanship is
commonplace in our society,
I expect much more form
my fellow students at Olivet
Nazarene University. Athletes
and coaches are not the only
ones who represent this school
- every student and fan in the
crowd does as well. What
does this continued ridicule
and jeering say about our
student body? Furthermore,
why is this behavior allowed
to continue by the powers that
be in the athletic department
and the administration of this
school? One of the greatest
sights in all of college
football was the scene where
over 76,000 fans graciously
applauded the opposing team
as they left the football field.
It is outrageous that Olivet
Nazarene University falls so
short of the sportsmanship
displayed by this secular
school and countless others.
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Fro m h om em aker to p olicym aker
By Niki Clark_________
Forum editor
Perhaps
the
first
“female issue” , I addressed
could be passed off as cute - a
failing female at Olivet who
won’t graduate with her MRS.
Degree. This time around,
I’m stepping on some toes.
And by rule of thumb on this
campus, since it’s my second
date with slightly “liberal”,
“feminist” and “against the
mainstream”' issues, whether
I truly see myself as sold out
to those perspectives - hey,
it’s the second date - I must
want to be married to them.
So, given the quick birth and
evolution of stigmas here, I
think it is safe to say that by
the time I leave Olivet I will
have developed a reputation
for being borderline-feminist.
First it was the anti
marriage article (which I
might point out, was not in
fact anti-marriage, but protak e-ad v a n ta g e-o f-tim eswhen-single).
Now I’ve
got a rant coming your way
concerning the sexist mindset
held by some on campus. Yes,
I just dropped an “S” bomb
- sexist. Next I’ll be telling
you that Hillary Clinton and
Gloria Steinem actually have
something worth while to say;
heaven forbid. So go ahead.
Get the eye-rolling, “Here we
go again” comments and every
other annoyed reaction out
so you can read with an open
mind the next few columns of
writing.
It all started w ith. a
comment: “I hope I die before
a woman becomes president,”
followed by laughter' and a
few under the table hand claps.
Perhaps a comment made in
jest, simply for attention and
humor’s sake, but one that

"It all started with
a comment:'! hope
I die before a w om 
an becomes presi
dent/follow ed by
laughter..."
» NIKI CLARK

does not roll off my back with
a forced laugh. I have no
personal bitterness towards the
person whose mouth this came
out of. Rather, my tirade is
directed at what the comment
represents on campus and
consequently the lack of
objection to it.
The fact that some

might take me for a type of
feminist (whether Raging or
Closet) simply for responding
to such a comment, hints at
an underlying presence of
machismo-ism. Macho Man.
Not quiet what the Village
People sang about being,
but bearing qualities of an
underlying male-dominance.
A
person
would
be classified as racist and
looked down upon for making
a remark about a person
of
racial-minority
being
president. Contrary to this
though, no matter what the
context may be, when such a

view women. Gasp - could
our worldview (hello, chapel
theme) include the way we
view women? If so, then far
too many people’s worldviews
on this campus are focused in
a way that allow them to brush
comments like this off all too
easily as not really sexist. It’s
not really demeaning.
Could this be because
after 85 years since the first
woman’s suffrage movement
broke previously set-in-stone
norms, Olivet is still wandering
around in the Stone Age? Are
we still trying to scrape those
confining Suzy-homemaker,

my back and instead challenge
the worldview that allows
these things to be-laughed at, I
risk being stigmatized as “too
serious” and in this particular
case a “too serious-feminist.”
To shed a bit of
optimistic light on the
situation, I must say we our
at least cleaning off. the lenses
of our worldview by laughing
at a comment that obviously
puts down women as being
incapable of leadership. . .1
can only hope the laughter
is because such a mindset is
not taken seriously. Laughter
or no laughter though, there

threat on the big dreams of
women on this campus.
If a woman is called to
be a housewife, great. If she
is called to be the President
of the United States - hold
off your cardiac arrest - that’s

"Are we still try
ing to scrape those
Suzy Homemaker...
norms out of the
cornerstones that
make up Olivet?"
» NIKI CLARK

comment concerns a woman it go-to-college-only-to-getcan generally be played off as married norms out of the
joking. I in no way mean to cornerstones that make up
portray a sense of resentment Olivet? Are we trying at all?
towards those of the racial The laughter that, succeeds
minority, suggesting that sucfi comments suggests no.
By opening my mouth
the respect they’ve gained is
unfair just because it isn’t and refusing to laugh off such
paralleled in this specific case a comment, .1 already run
for women. On the contrary, the risk of not being taken
the fact that such a comment seriously. I am overreacting.
about a racial-minority would I’ve done the sinful and
be considered taboo is a sign shown a level of passionate
of societal - Olivet included intolerance towards something
that is contented where it’s at
- progress..
What I do mean in its joking around stage. My
to point out by using this very offense to the comment
breaks
the
comparison is the need for awkwardly
comfortable
laughter.
So
since
some progressive growth on
this campus in the way we I refuse to let the joke roll off

had to first be an initial sense
of security that a comment
making women out to be less
competent than men would be
accepted.
Looking through the
lenses of my worldview - as a
female who refuses to dream
small - this kind of macho
security, even if it is subtle, is
dangerous. Security is all too
often, interlocked with tradition
and in this case there seems
to be a sense of security that
comes with keeping women
in their traditional, so-called
“place.” In more ways than
one, this security is kept at the
unfortunate cost of imposing
an accepted and laughable

great as well. Both should be
accepted as legitimate goals in
a woman’s life. Neither should
be automatically expected of
a woman nor automatically
dismissed for absurdity.
Woman are graduating
from this campus and entering
a work world where 40 years
after the equal pay law was
passed, women are still being
paid less than their male co
workers. According to the
U.S. Census Bureau, women
are paid $.74 to a man’s dollar.
A December 2000 CNN article
also reported that women have
the tendancy to adapt their
career choices in response to
feelings of inadequacy, feeling
that they’re not going to be as
successful in the same work as
a man would be.
If we at Olivet do
not herald the woman on this
campus as equally capable
of setting and achieving the
dreams they have - homemaker
or policymaker; if our
Christian worldview is even
more condemning and stifiling
of a woman’s dreams than
the world’s; if we continue
to laugh off the mindset that
allows for comments like “I’d
rather die before a woman
becomes President,”
then
neither the Chrisitan worldview
our campus promotes nor the
current worldview of “the
world” offers women the
needed optomistic atmosphere
that says they too can be the
President.
I am advocating for an
environment where a woman’s
dreams can supercede the
restrictive, traditional “place”
they’ve been stuck in. If this
means I take on the label of a
feminist, rebel or - God-forbid
- a liberal, then tag the labels on.
And as some find themseleves
rolling over in their graves,
I will be busy being the first
woman President. .

